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Abstract 
In a heterogeneous computing (HC) environment, an application program is decomposed 
into subtasks, then each computationally homogeneous subtask is assigned to the machine where 
it is best suited for execution. It is assumed that, at any instant in time during the execution of a 
specific application program, only one machine is being used for program execution and only 
one subtask is being executed. A mathematical model is presented for three of the factors that 
affect the execution time of an application program in an HC system: matching, scheduling, and 
data relocation schemes. Two data relocation situations are identified, namely data-reuse and 
multiple data-copies. It is proved that without considering multiple data-copies, but allowing 
data-reuse, the execution time of given application program depends only on the matching 
scheme. A polynomial algorithm, which is minimum spanning tree based, is introduced to find 
the optimal scheduling scheme and the optimal data relocation scheme with respect to an arbi- 
trary matching scheme when data-reuse and multiple data-copies are considered. Finally, a 
two-stage approach for matching, scheduling, and data relocation in HC is presented. 
1. Introduction 
A single application program often requires a variety of different types of computation that 
result in different needs for machine capabilities. Heterogeneous computing (HC) is the effective 
use of the diverse hardware and software components in a heterogeneous suite of machines con- 
nected by a high-speed network to meet the distinct and varied computational requirements of a 
given application [FrS93, KhP93, SiA951. 
The goal of HC is to decompose an application program into subtasks, and then assign each 
computationally homogeneous subtask to the machine where it is best suited for execution. In 
general, each subtask is assigned to one of the machines in the heterogeneous :suite such that the 
total execution time (computation time and inter-machine communication time) of the 
application program is minimized. This subtask assignment problem is referred to as matching in 
HC. 
There are a variety of mathematical formulations for matching, collectively called selection 
theory, that have been proposed to choose the appropriate machine for each subtask of an 
application program (e.g., [ChE93, Fre89, NaY94, WaK921). A collection of algorithms, called 
graph-based algorithms in this paper (e.g. [Bok81, NaY94, Sto77, Tow86]), have been 
developed to solve matching related problems based on a subtask-flow graph that describes the 
data dependencies among subtasks of an application program. As shown in Figure l(a), each 
vertex of the subtask-flow graph represents a subtask. Let S[k] denotes the k-th, subtask. There is 
-
an edge from S[k] to Su] labeled with the variable name of the data that S[k] transfers to S[lrl 
during execution. An extra vertex labeled Source denotes the locations where the initial data 
elements of the program are stored. The purpose of selection theory formulations and graph- 
based algorithms is to find the matching scheme that minimizes the total execution time of the 
application program. For this paper, it is assumed that matching has already been done. 
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Figure 1: Data-distribution situations in HC. (a) Subtask-flow graph. (b) Data-reuse. (c) The 
multiple data-copies situation. 
Let a data item be a block of information that can be designated to be transferred between 
subtasks. For example, a data item can be an integer, an array of characters, or a large file, such 
as a multispectral image. Based on static (compile time) analysis, a given subtask may need, as 
input, one or more data items generated (or modified) by one or more other subtasks. Using 
information from the subtask-flow graph, a data item is denoted by the two-tuple (s, d ), where 
s 2 0 is the number of the subtask that generates the needed value of d upon completion of 
execution of that subtask. For example, (3, x )  represents the value of variable x generated by 
subtask S [ 3 ]  upon completion of its execution. In (s, 4, or s = -1 if the neede:d value of d is an 
initial input to the program. Two data items are the same if and only if they are both associated 
with the same variable name in an application program and the corresponding value of the data 
is generated by the same subtask (which implies that the two data items have the same value). 
Sequential execution of subtasks assumes that at any instant in time during the execution of 
a specific application program P_, only one subtask of P is being executed on any of the machines 
in the heterogeneous suite. In practice, concurrent execution of subtasks is possible, however, 
the simplifying assumption of sequentiality is made here as a step toward solving the more 
general problem. This simplifying assumption is used by many other researchers as well (e.g., 
[Bok81, Sto77, Tow861). 
In general, most of the graph-based algorithms for matching related problems assume that 
the pattern of data transfers among subtasks is known a priori and can be illustrated using a 
subtask-flow graph (e.g., [Bok8l, Lo88, NaY94, Sto77, Tow861). Thus, no matter which 
machine is used for executing each subtask of a specific application program, the decision 
(derived from the subtask-flow graph) of which subtask(s) each subtask should obtain its 
corresponding input-data items from is unchanged and independent of any piirticular matching 
scheme between machines and subtasks. 
The above assumption generally needs refinement in the case of HC. Two data-distribution 
situations arise, namely data-reuse and multiple data-copies. It is assumed that each subtask S[i] 
keeps a copy of each of its individual input-data items and output-data items Ion the machine to 
which S[i] is assigned by the matching scheme. Data-reuse arises when two subtasks, S[i] and 
SU], need the same data item e = (k, 6) from S[k] (as in the example subtask-flow graph in Figure 
l(a)). For any data item e = (k, 6), g represents the value of the associated data and I e I (as well 
-
as Id 1 ) represents the size of the associated data. As shown in Figure l(b), suppose the 
-
particular matching scheme is the one that assigns S[k] to machine A,  S[i] to m~achine B, and Su] 
to machine B. Furthermore, assume for this example that the subtasks are executed in the order 
k, i, and j. In this case, there is no need to transfer data item e from S[k] to SLi] as shown by the 
dashed line in Figure l(b), because e is already on machine B due to the data transfer of e from 
S[k] to S[i] completed earlier (solid line in Figure l(b)). If a subtask-flow graph is used to 
compute inter-subtask communication cost, then without considering machine assignments, the 
impact of data-reuse is ignored. 
The multiple data-copies situation arises when two subtasks, S[i] and Sl j l ,  need the same 
data item e = (k, d) from S[k], where S[i], Sbl, and S[k] are assigned to different machines in the 
HC system. In the example in Figure l(c), the matching scheme assigns S[k] to machine A, S[i] 
to machine B, and Sbl to machine C. Therefore, S[jl can get data item e from either machine A 
or machine B (shown by the two dashed lines). The choice that results in the shortest time should 
be selected. Retrieving the needed data item from the selected source is referred to as data 
relocation. In general, using only information from the subtask-flow graph, the possibility of 
multiple sources of a needed data item due to a specific matching scheme is nor considered. 
When a subset of subtasks can be executed in any order and the multiple data-copies 
situation is considered, varying the order of the execution of these subtasks (.while maintaining 
the data dependencies among all subtasks) can impact the execution time of the application 
program. Determining the sequence of execution for the subtasks is referred to as scheduling in 
this paper. Thus, matching determines on which machine each subtask should be executed, while 
scheduling determines when to execute a subtask on the machine to which it is assigned [SiA95]. 
The inter-machine communication time between subtasks can be substantial in an HC 
system. Thus, this inter-machine communication time can be a major factor in degrading the 
performance of an HC system. Taking the effects produced by data-reuse and multiple data- 
copies into account can potentially decrease this time and hence the total execution time of the 
application program. This paper focuses on methods for minimizing the communication time of 
an application program with a known matching scheme. In particular, the impact of scheduling 
and data relocation schemes on the communication time of the subtasks executed in sequence 
are examined. 
In Section 2, a mathematical model for matching, scheduling, and data rc2location in HC is 
introduced. Section 3 presents a theorem, which states that, without considering multiple data- 
copies and with the consideration of data-reuse, the execution time of a given application 
program depends only on the specific matching scheme (i.e., it is independent lof scheduling). In 
Section 4, an extension to the usual scheduling methodology is introduced. Specifically, the 
temporally interleaved execution of the atomic input operations of different subtasks (TIE) is 
considered. When considering multiple data-copies, this extension to scheduling can decrease 
the execution time of an application program. A minimum spanning tree based algorithm 
(referred to as the algorithm) is described in Section 5 that finds, for a given matching, the 
optimal scheduling scheme for the execution of subtasks and the optimal data relocation scheme 
for each subtask. Both data-reuse and multiple data-copies are considered in the TIE algorithm. 
The correctness of the TIE algorithm is proved and an example is given. Based on this TIE 
algorithm, a two-stage approach for matching, scheduling, and data relocation in HC is proposed 
in Section 6. 
2. A Mathematical Model for Matching, Scheduling, and Data Relocation in HC 
A mathematical model for matching, scheduling, and data relocation in HC is formalized in 
this section. The model serves as the mathematical basis for Theorem 1 presented in Section 3. 
The TIE algorithm in Section 5 is given in unambiguous terms based on this mathematical 
model. 
(1) An application program P is composed of a set of subtasks S = { S[O], SI:l], ..., S[n - 11 ), 
where 5 is the number of subtasks in P. 
(2) Suppose that NI[i] is the number of input-data items required by S[i] and NG[i] is the 
-
number of output-data items generated by S[i]. There are two sets of data items associated 
with each S[i]. One is the input-data set I[i] = ( Id[i, 01, Id[i, 11, ..., Id[i, NI[i] - I] ), the 
- 
other is the generated output-data set G[i] = ( G a i ,  01, Gd[i, 11, ..., Gd[i, NG[i] - I] ) .  
-
Each Id[i, j1 and Gd[i, j1 is a data item (i.e., a two-tuple as defined in Section 1). The 
program structure of P is specified by a subtask-flow graph. In this papel-, the subtask-flow 
graph of any application program P is assumed to be acyclic. To satisfy this assumption, a 
combination of following two approaches is used: (i) a cycle is unrolled (:conceptually) and 
the number of times a cycle repeats is known or estimated (as is typically done by 
optimizing compilers) or (ii) the whole looping construct is viewed as part of a single 
subtask and the boundaries for decomposing an application program into subtasks are not 
allowed to be in the middle of a loop. 
(3) An HC system consists of a heterogeneous suite of machines M_ = { MIO I, M[l 1, ..., M[m - 
11 ), where m is the number of machines in the system. 
(4) Each S[i] of the application program P can be executed by any of the ma.chines Mu] in the 
- -
HC system. There is a computation matrix C = { C[i, j] ) associated wi~:h S and M, where 
C[i, j1 denotes the computation time of S[i] on machine Mlj] [GhY93, YaK941. The 
computation matrix C is assumed to be known. It can be computed from empirical 
information or by applying two characterization techniques in HC, namely task profiling 
and analytical benchmarking (see [SiA95] for a survey of these techniques). 
(5) Suppose that a set of initial data elements { do, d l ,  ..., dQ-1 ) are required for executing the 
application program P, where Q is the number of initial data element:; for P. A set of 
initial-data functions H = { H[O], H[l], ..., H[Q - I] ) is defined, where ti[k](j) ( 0 I k < Q 
and 0 I j < m ) represents the least amount of communication time foir machine Mlj] to 
obtain the initial data element dk from one of the devices where dk is stored before the 
execution of P. Initial data element dk is also denoted as data item (-1, dk). 
(6)  The communication function matrix D( 1 e 1) = { D[s, r](lel) ), for 0 I s,,r < m, where D[s, 
r](lel) denotes the communication time for transferring data item e ((of size lei) from 
machine M[s] to machine M[r] [GhY93, KhP921. It is assumed that D[s, :r](lel) < D[s, r](lel) 
for r # s, i.e., the communication time for machine M[s] to fetch any data item from its 
local storage (denoted as D[s, sIl(lel)) is smaller than the communicatiorl time required to 
fetch the same data item from any other machine in the heterogeneous suite (denoted as 
D[s, r](Jel) and r # s). Having s = -1 indicates that e = (-1, d) and d is one of the initial data 
elements of P and there exists k ( 0 I k < Q ) such that d = dk and D[s, r](lel) = H[k](r). 
(7) An assignment function Af - is associated with the application program P, such that Af : S + 
M. If Af(i) = j, then S[i] is assigned to be executed on machine Mvl. The assignment 
function Af corresponds to the matching problem discussed in Section 1. 
(8) Given that sequential execution of the subtasks for the application program P is assumed, a 
scheduling function Sf is associated with the application program P. Sf(i) = k means that 
- 
S[i] is the k-th subtask to be executed. The scheduling function Sf c:orresponds to the 
scheduling problem discussed in Section 1. Sf is a bijection from the set :? onto itself (i.e., a 
permu tation). 
Sf is defined as a valid scheduling function if and only if for all S[i 11 and S[i21 such that 
-
G[i n I[i21 + 0, S ' i  < S ' i2 ] .  For the rest of the paper, all scheduling functions considered 
will be valid. Therefore, if one of the input-data items required by S[i2] is one of the output-data 
items generated by S[il], then, with respect to a valid scheduling function, S[i2] must be 
executed after S[i l ]  is executed. If two subtasks have no data dependency between them, then 
either can be executed before the other. 
(9) The set of data-source functions is a = { DS[O], DS[l], ..., DS[n - 11 ) , ,where DS[i](j) = k 
( 0 I i, k < n ) means that S[i] obtains the input-data item Id[i, 1-J from S[k-1. If DS[i](j) = -1, 
then Id[i, j] = (-1, dx) and S[i] obtains the associated data from the "closest" device where 
dx is initially stored. The set of data-source functions DS corresponds to Ithe data relocation 
problem discussed in Section 1. When data-reuse is considered, a restriction on DS is 
made. For any two subtasks S[i and S[i2], if Af(i 1 )  = Af(i2) = k, Sf(i2) < Sf(i I ) ,  and there 
exists j l  and j2 such that Id[i1, j l ]  = Id[i2, j2], then DS[il](jI) = i2 .  That is, if S[i 11 and 
S[i2] are assigned to the same machine M[k] by Af, and S[i2] is executed before S[i , ]  
according to Sf, and S[i2] and S[il] have a common input-data item (possibly generated 
from third different subtask), then S[i should take advantage of data-reuse and obtain the 
common data item from S[i2] that was executed previously on the sarne machine M[k]. 
Because each machine in the HC system can fetch any data item from its local storage 
faster than fetching it from other machines in the HC suite (see definition (6)), this 
restriction on DS by considering data-reuse is justified. 
For different scheduling functions (as well as assignment functions), with consideration of 
the data-reuse and multiple data-copies situations, there are different sets of choices for the 
data-source functions. Thus, the communication time of an application program P depends on 
both Sf and DS. 
(10) For a given computation matrix C and communication function matrix D(JeJ), the total 
execution time of the application program P associated with an assignment function Af, a 
valid scheduling function Sf, and a set of data-source functions DS is defined by the 
following formula: 
Execution-timep(Af, Sf, DS) = 
Computation-timep(Af, Sf, DS) + Communication~timep(Af, Sf, ,DS), 
such that, 
n-1 
Computation-timep(Af, Sf, DS) = C C[i, Af(i)] = Computation-tim.ep(Aj) 
i=O 
and 
n-1 NI[ i ] -1  
Communication~timep (A f, Sf, DS) = C C D[Af(DS[i](j)), Af(i)] (lld[i, j ]  1). 
i=O j=O 
Although the dependence of Communication-timep on Sf is not exp1ic:itly shown in the 
above equation, the possible sets of data-source functions DS depend on1 Sf (see definition 
(9)). Thus, Communication~timep does indeed depend on Sf. The objective of matching, 
scheduling, and data relocation for HC is to find an assignment function ~ f * ,  a valid 
scheduling function sf *, and a set of data-source functions DS * such that 
~xecution-timep ( ~ f  * , sf * , DS * ) = min (Execution-timep (At,  Sf, DS) ) . 
Af .Sf. D S  
3. Impact of Data-Reuse Without Considering Multiple Data-Copies 
The following lemma and theorem use the mathematical model described in the previous 
section for the case where there are data-reuses. The multiple data-copies situation is not 
considered in this section. 
Lemma 1: When data-reuse is considered and the multiple data-copies sit~~ation is not, DS = 
f ' ( ~ f ,  S ' ,  where f' is a function of Af and Sf. 
Proof: Without considering both data-reuse and multiple data copies, DS is uniquely determined 
by the underlying given subtask-flow graph and Af When the data-reuse (only) is considered, 
then by definition, DS is uniquely determined by the conditions imposed by Af and Sf (see 
definition (9) in Section 2). Thus, without considering multiple data-copies, LIS is a function of 
Af and Sf. 
Theorem 1: If data-reuse is considered but the multiple data-copies situation is not, then the 
execution time of an application program P is a function of Af only, i.e., 
Execution-time, (Af, Sf, DS) =f(Af). 
Proof: From Lemma 1, DS is a function of Af and Sf. Thus, Execution-timep is only a function 
of Af and Sf. It needs to be shown that Execution-timep is independent of Sf 
As shown in definition (lo), because Computation-timep is independent of Sf ,and DS, it needs to 
be shown that Communication~timep is independent of Sf and DS. Recall that the formula for 
n-1 NI[i]-1 
Communication~timep (Af, Sf, DS) = C D[Af(DS[i] u)), Af(i)] (JId[i, jI I ) .  
i=O j=O 
Case 1: For subtask S[i] and data item Id[i, j1, such that S[i] cannot receive Id[i, j] from a subtask 
on machine M[Af(i)] according to any valid scheduling function Sf (i.e., there is no opportunity 
for data-reuse for the particular data item Id[i, j1 of S[i]): As stated in the proof of Lemma 1, 
with no data-reuse, the value of DS[i]o) (and hence the value of D[Af(DS[i]Ci)), Af(i)] (Ild[i, j]l) 
is independent of Sf. 
Case 2: For subtask S[ i ]  and data item Id[i ,  j ] ,  such that S[ i ]  can receive Id[i ,  j] from a subtask on 
the same machine M[Af( i ) ]  according to an arbitrary scheduling function Sf (i.e., there is 
opportunity for data-reuse for the particular data item Id[ i ,  j] of S [ i ] ) :  Let Id[i ,  J i ]  = (x ,  6), where d 
is the corresponding variable name and S[x] is the subtask that generates d. Afdetermines which 
subtasks are executed on machine M[Af( i ) ] .  Let S' c S be the subset of subtasks that are 
executed on M[Af( i ) ]  and need the unique input-data item (x ,  6). The data item (x ,  6) must be 
moved from M[Af(x)]  to M[Af(i)]  just once, and then can be used by all S[k] E s'.  Thus, the 
communication time for all S[k] E S' to receive (x,  4 from M[Af(x)]  is equal to the time for any 
one of the subtasks in S' to receive (x,  4 from M[Af(x)]  and the time for other subtasks in S' to 
fetch (x ,  4 from local storage with the consideration of data-reuse. Mathematically, if JS'I is the 
size of the subset s',  and S[q]  is an arbitrary element of s', then the time for all S[k] E S' to 
receive (x ,  4 is: 
Therefore, the communication time for all S[k] E S' to obtain data item (x ,  6) is independent of 
the order of execution of the subtasks in s', and hence is independent of Sf. Thus, as with Case 1, 
it is shown that Communication~timep is independent of Sf. 
Therefore, both Computation-timep and Communication~timep are independent of Sf. 
Thus, Execution-timep depends on Af only. 
4. Impact of Multiple Data-Copies and Temporally Interleaved Executior~ of Atomic Input 
Operations for Different Subtasks (TIE) 
In this section, both data reuse and multiple data-copies are considered. Furthermore, data 
reuse is viewed as a special case of having multiple data copies. 
It was shown in Theorem 1 that, with the consideration of data-reuse and without 
considering multiple data-copies, the execution time of any application program P depends only 
on the assignment function Af. But when one considers the multiple data-copies situation, the 
execution time of an application program P also depends on the scheduling function Sf and the 
set of data-source functions DS. Each scheduling function Sf defines a set of possible choices for 
DS. 
Recall from Section 1 that the size of a data item e = (k, d)  is denoted by lei (or Idl). To 
show the effect of utilizing the multiple data-copies, consider an HC system with four machines 
connected by a linear array network (illustrated by the dashed lines in Figure 2). Here, D[s ,  
r](ldl) = I s - r IldlL, where 0 I s, r < 4 and L is the length of the physical. link between the 
neighboring machines in the linear array network. This equation for D is just an over simplified 
example: any appropriate equation that represents the communication costs of the network in the 
HC system can be used. An initial data element do  is stored on machine M[O].  (-1, do)  is the 
only required input-data item for both S[O] and S[:l] (thus, there is no data dependency between 
S[O] and S[l]). Assume that Af(0) = 1 and Af(1) = 2 (thus, Computation-timep is determined). If 
S[O] is scheduled for execution before S[l], by the data transfers illustrated by the solid lines in 
Case 1 of Figure 2, Communication~timep = 21dob. If S[O] is executed after S[:l.], by the data 
transfers illustrated by the solid lines in Case 2 of Figure 2, Communication~timep = 31dolL. 
Hence, depending on which scheduling function (and, in general, which set of data-source 
functions) is chosen, the execution time of an application program P may be different. 
It is assumed, without loss of generality, that all input-data items are received for a subtask 
prior to that subtask's computation. For an arbitrary S[i], there are NI[i] necessary operations for 
Case 1 
Subtask S[O] is executed BEFORE S [ 1 ]  Subtask S[:l.] on machine M [ 2 ]  1 
Case 2 
Subtask S[O] is executed AFTER S [ 1 ]  
Subtask S[O] on machine M [ 1 ]  I/ 1 Subtask S [ 1 ]  on machine M [ 2 )  I 
data transfers physical links 
Figure 2: Linear array network of four machines with the initial data element d o  on M[O]. 
obtaining the input-data items in I [ i ] .  These operations are defined as the atomic input 
operations of S[ i ] .  The scheduling function Sf only represents the order for executing the 
subtasks, not  the order for executing the atomic input operations. M0s.t of the existing 
algorithms for matching, scheduling, and data relocation in HC only allow consecutive 
execution of the atomic input operations of each subtask. This means that if S ' ( i  1) < S ' ( i 2 ) ,  then 
all atomic input operations of S [ i  must be executed before the atomic input operations of S [ i z ]  
are executed. The temporally interleaved execution of atomic input operaitions for different 
subtasks (TIE) allows some of the atomic input operations of S[il] to be executed after some 
atomic input operations of S[i2] are executed even if Sf(i 1) < Sf(i2). The effective use of TIE 
can result in a smaller execution time than that associated with considering the sequence of NI[i] 
atomic input operations of S[i] to be indivisible. This is true because TIE gives more options for 
choosing the set of data-source functions for S[i]. 
As an example, for the same HC system and the same assignment function Af as described 
by Figure 2, assume that (-1, do) and (-1, d l )  are the only required input-data items of both S[O] 
and S[1] (initially stored on M[O] and M[3] respectively and (do[ = Id 11). If S[O] is executed 
before S[l], by the data transfers illustrated by the solid lines in Case 1 of Figure 3, 
Communication~timep = 51dolL. If S[O] is executed after S[1], by the data ti-ansfers illustrated 
by the solid lines in Case 2 of Figure 3, Communication~timep = 51do(L. But if TIE is allowed, 
suppose the atomic input operation for S[O] to obtain (-1, do) is executed first, then the atomic 
input operation for S[1] to obtain (-1, d 1) is executed second, followed by the atomic input 
operation for S[O] to obtain (-1, d 1 )  and the atomic input operation for S[1] to obtain (-1, do)  
(the order for executing the atomic input operations of S[O] and S[1] is indicated by the numbers 
in the circles in Case 3 of Figure 3), then Communication~timep = 41dolL. For all three cases, 
the same Af is used, and hence Computation-timep is the same. 
A set of ordering functions Order = { Order[i] ( 0 I i < n ) is associated with P. If 
n-1 
Order[i](j) = k, where 0 I j < NI[i] and 0 5 k < NI[i], then the j-th atomic input operation of 
i =O 
S[i] (to obtain the input-data item Id[i, j]) is the k-th atomic input operation to be executed 
during the execution of P. 
The usual definition of scheduling implicitly assumes that the atomic input operations 
(corresponding to communication) and computation of S[i] are executed indivisiblely. Suppose 
the execution steps of two or more subtasks are interleaved and the concept of sequential 
execution of subtasks (i.e., no concurrent execution of different sub task:^ across different 
machines in the HC suite) is still enforced. Given the mathematical model presented in Section 
Case 1 
1 Subtask S[O] is executed BEFORE subtask S [ 1 ]  1 
Subtask S[O:I on machine M [ 1 ]  
Subtask S[1 I on machine M [ 2 ]  
Case 2 
Subtask S[O] is executed AFTER subtask S [ 1 ]  
do 
I Subtask S[1]1 on machine M [ 2 ]  I 
Case 3 
1 Temporally interleaved execution of atomic input operations 
data transfers physical links 
Figure 3: Linear array network of four machines with the initial data on M[Ol] and M [ 3 ] .  
2, the interleaved computation of subtasks cannot change the total computati~on time (which is 
determined by Af). However, interleaved communication (i.e., the atomic input operations of 
subtasks) may result in smaller total communication time. This is the effect that TIE is trying to 
exploit. Thus, extending the definition of scheduling function Sf to allow TIE can potentially 
enhance the performance of the corresponding HC system. The set of ordering functions, Order, 
defines the interleaving of the execution of atomic input operations for the subtasks in a program 
and is an extension to the regular scheduling function Sf. 
In the following Steps 1 to 4, a graph (denoted as Gr [Af , DS I) clorresponding to a 
particular DS (with respect to an arbitrary assignment function Af) is generated. With the 
consideration of TIE, the concept of a valid set of data-source functions DS for the atomic input 
operations of the application program P can be defined according to the property of Gr[Af, DSJ. 
There may be many such valid sets, each corresponding to a unique graph, and each resulting in 
a Communication-timep that may be different from the others. An invalid DS would correspond 
to a set of data-source functions that does not result in an operational program. (e.g., in Figure 3, 
the case where S[O] receives do  from S[1], S[1] receives do  from S[O], and neither receives do 
from M[O] is not valid). 
Step 1: A Source vertex is generated that represents the locations for all the initial data 
elements (which may be on different devices/machines). 
Step 2: For each S[i], NI[i] + 1 vertices, one for each of the NI[i] atomic input operations and 
one for all of the generated output data items of S[i], are created. T'hese are the set of 
input-data vertices, labeled V[i, 11 ( 0 5 j < NI[i] ) and the output-data vertex Vg[i] (as 
shown in Figure 4). _V is a set that contains all the above vertices associated with the 
application program P in Steps 1 and 2. 
Step 3: Let W denote the maximum communication time necessary to transfer any data item 
from an initial source or machine in the heterogeneous suite to any other machine (this 
can be determined from H and D defined in Section 2). 
Figure 4: The generation of the vertices for the atomic operations of S[il. 
Step 4: For any input-data vertex V[i 1, j 11, suppose that DS[i l](j 1) = i 2 ,  where -1 I i2  c n. 
Case A: If 0 I i2  c n, then for all j2 such that Id[i 1, j = Id[i 2, j:!], a directed edge 
with weightD[Af(i2),Af(i1)](lId[i1, j l ] ( )  is addedfrom V[i2, j2 ]  to V[il, j l ] .  
Case B: If 0 I i2  c n, then for all j2 such that Id[i 1, j = Gd[i2, j,,], a directed edge 
with weight D[Af(i2), Af(il)](Fd[i 1, jl]l) is added from Vg[i2] to V[i -,  j l ] .  
CaseC: I f i 2  =-l,thenthereexistsk(OIk<Q),suchthatId[il,jl] =(- l ,dk) ,anda 
directed edge with weight H[k](Af(i 1)) is added from the Source vertex to V[i j 1 1. 
For any input-data vertex V[i 1, j 1 ] ( 0 I i 1 < n and 0 I j < NI[i ] ), one and only one case 
of A, B, or C can occur. That is, S[il] can obtain its required input-data itern Id[i j l ]  either 
from copying S[i2]'s input-data item (Case A), or from the subtask that generates Id[i1, j l ]  
(Case B), or from the Source vertex if Id[i 1, j l ]  = (-1, dk) and dk is one of the initial data 
elements (Case C). Thus, any vertex V[il, j l ]  has one and only one parent vertex. Also, the 
weight of the edge between V[i 1, j l ]  and its unique parent vertex is the comrriunication time for 
S[i 11 to obtain Id[i 1, j 11 with respect to a given Af and DS. 
As an example, suppose that a specific application program P is illustrated by the subtask- 
flow graph shown in Figure 5 and the sizes of the data items are shown as follows (do and d l  are 
Figure 5: Subtask-flow graph for the example application program. 
the variable names of initial data elements of P; X 0 ,  X Y ,  Z o  , and Z 1 are the variable names of 
generated data items of P; a is an arbitrary constant). 
S[O]: NI[O] = 1, Id[O, 0] = (-1, d o ) ,  Idol = 2a; 
NG[O] = 2 ,  Gd[O, 0] = (O,Xo) ,  Gd[O, 11 = (0, X I ) ,  ( X o l  = 8a, (XI I = 3a. 
S[1]:  N I [ l ]  = 2,  I d [ l ,  0] = (-1, d o ) ,  I d [ l ,  11 = (O,Xo); 
NG[I.] = 1, G d [ l ,  0] = (1 ,  Y ) ,  Ill = 5a. 
S[3]:  NI[3] = 3,  Id[3,0]  = (-1, d l ) ,  Id[3, 11 = (1 ,  Y ) ,  Id[3,2]  = (2 ,  20); and NC:[3] = 0. 
S[4]: NI[4] = 2, Id[4,0] = (0, XI), Id[4, 11 = (2, 21); and NG[4] = 0. 
S[5]: NI[5] = 2, Id[5,0] = (0, XI),  Id[5, 11 = (2, Zo); and NG[5] = 0. 
Based on the same linear array of machines as shown in Figure 2, the result of applying the 
set of data-source functions defined by the subtask-flow graph in Figure 5 is illustrated in Figure 
6(a) and given in Figure 6(b). The solid lines in Figure 6(a), except the lines with weight W + 1, 
show the direct edges added by applying Step 4. The assignment function .4f for this current 
example is shown in Figure 6(c): Af(0) = 1, Af(1) = 2, Af(2) = 2, Af(3) = 1, Af(4) = 3, and Af(5) = 
0. W is 24aL according to Step 3. 
Step 5: For every 0 I i < n, a directed edge with weight W + 1 (i.e., a weight greater than any 
possible communication time) is added from V[i, 0] to Vg [i]. Vg [i] also has one and only 
one parent vertex, i.e., V[i, 01. These directed edges are shown by the solid lines with 
weight W + 1 in Figure 6(a). 
If Gr[Af, DS] generated above is a tree (denoted as Tree [Af , DS I) with the Source vertex 
being the root of the tree, then the corresponding DS is defined as a valid !set of data-source 
functions for atomic input operations of the application program P. The DS defined in Figure 
6(b) is a valid set of data-source functions. 
The reason for this definition is that, for a valid set of data-source functions DS, Gr[Af, DS] 
must be an acyclic graph. Otherwise a deadlock arises in the application program P, which 
makes P unschedulable (recall the earlier example of an invalid DS). Because a Gr[Af, DS] 
generated with respect to a valid DS is acyclic and each vertex (except the Source vertex) of 
Gr[Af, DS] has one and only one parent vertex, from basic graph theory [BoM[76], Gr[Af, DS] is 
a tree with Source vertex as the root of the tree. Thus, the validity of the corresponding DS can 
be determined according to whether the Gr[Af, DS] generated by above Steps 1 to 5 is tree or 
not. Furthermore, with an arbitrary assignment function Af and a valid set of data-source 
functions DS, the weight of the edge between V[i 1, j l ]  ( 0 I i c n and 0 I j < NI[i ] ) and its 
Figure 6: Generating a spanning tree with respect to the set of data-source functions 
associated with the subtask-flow graph. (a) The spanning tree (scllid lines). (b) The 
set of data-source functions. (c) The linear array network and the imatching scheme. 
unique parent vertex is the communication time for S[i 11 to obtain Id[i 1, j l ]  with respect to the 
given Af and DS. Thus, the communication time for the application program P is only a function 
of Af and DS (DS must be valid) and 
Communication-timep(Af, DS) = Weight(Tree[Af, DS]) - n(W -I- I), 
where Weight(x) is the sum of the weights on all edges of tree x. For the appjlication program P 
specified by Figure 5, with respect to the given assignment function Af and thle given valid data- 
source functions DS as defined in Figure 6(b), Communication-timep(Af, DS) = 67aL. 
To determine a set of ordering functions Order corresponding to a valid DS for executing 
the atomic input operations of different subtasks, a directed edge with weight zero from V[i 1 ,  j I ]  
to Vg[i I ]  is added to the Tree[Af, DS] for every i 1 and j 1 except j 1 = 0 (i.e., 10 5 i 1 < n and 1 5 
j 1 < NI[i I]). These directed edges are illustrated by the dashed lines shown in Figure 6(a) for the 
example application program P. After adding these zero-weight edges, the tree becomes a 
directed acyclic graph (DAG). One possible set of ordering functions Order corresponding to 
DS can be determined by applying a topological sort algorithm [CoL92] to this generated DAG. 
For the example application program P, the numbers in the circles in Figure: 6(a) indicate one 
ordering for the execution of the corresponding atomic input operations and subtask computation 
of P as determined by one particular topological sort. 
It is stated in part (10) of the mathematical model presented in Section 2 that 
Communication-timep is a function of Af, Sf, and DS. If TIE is allowed, because Order is an 
extended version of Sf, Communication~timep is a function of Af, Order, and a valid DS. Order 
must be one of the sets of ordering functions, generated by the topological sort described above, 
corresponding to the respective valid DS. If not, the scheduling scheme and the data relocation 
scheme are incompatible with each other (i.e., Order and DS collectively cannot result in an 
operational program). Suppose Order and Order 2 are two sets of ordering functions, because 
Communication~timep(Af, DS) = Weight(Tree[Af, DS]) - n(W + I), Commuiiication~timep(Af, 
Order], DS) = Communication-timep(Af, Order2, DS). Thus, if TIE is allowed and the 
corresponding DS is a valid set of data source functions for the atomic input operations of the 
application program P ,  Communication-timep is a function of Af and DS only. Because the 
computation time for P  is a function of only Af, the total execution time for P  is a function of Af 
and DS. The objective of matching, scheduling, and data relocation for HC is to find an 
assignment function ~f * and a valid set of data-source functions DS *, such that 
Execution-timep ( ~ f  * , DS * ) = rnin (Execution-timep(Af, DS) ) . 
Af. DS 
5. A Minimum Spanning Tree Based Algorithm for Finding the Optimal Set of Data- 
Source Functions and the Corresponding Set of Ordering Functions 
5.1 Description of the Algorithm 
For an arbitrary assignment function Af, a minimum spanning tree tlased algorithm is 
presented for finding a corresponding optimal valid set of data-source functions (denoted by 
DS *), such that for any other valid set of data-source functions DS, 
Execution-time, (Af, DS * ) 5 Execution-time, (Af, DS). 
A directed graph Dg - (see Figure 7(a)) corresponding to a specific assignment function A,f 
can be generated by connecting the vertices in V as follows (recall that V is a set that contains all 
the vertices generated for any specific application program P according to Steps 1 and 2 
described in Section 4). Figure 7 is based on the example program shown in Figure 5, uses the 
same machine and assignment function as in Figure 6(c), and has all the same vertices as in 
Figure 6(a). 
(a) Forevery i l ,  j l ,  i2 ,  and j2,  where 0 5 i l ,  i 2  c n, 0 I jl < Nl[il], 0 I j2 < Nl[i2], and i l  # 
i2,  such that Id[il, j = Id[i2, j2] = e, a directed edge from V[i j l ]  to V[i2, j2] with 
weight D[Af(i I), Af(i2):l(lel) and a directed edge from V[i 2, j2]  to V[i 1, j ] with weight 
D[Af(i2), Af(i l)](llel) are added. 
(b) Foreveryil,  j l , i 2 , and  j 2 , w h e r e O I i l , i 2  < n , O I  jl <NG[il], a n d 0 5  j2 <Nl[i2], such 
that Gd[il, j l ]  = Id[i2, j2]  = e, a directed edge from Vg[il] to V[i2, j2]  with weight 
D[Af(i ), Af(i2)](lel) is added. 
(c) For every i, j, and k, such that Id[& 11 = (-1, dk), where 0 5 i < n, 0 I j < Nl[i], and 0 I k < Q, 
a directed edge from Source vertex to V[i, j] with weight H[k](Af(i)) is added. 
All the edges generated in (a), (b), and (c) are called fetch edges. For the example 
application program P illustrated by the subtask-flow graph in Figure 5, with the linear network 
of four machines as the heterogeneous suite and the assignment function defined in Figure 7(c) 
(and Figure 6(c)), the edges (both solid lines and dashed lines) of Dg in Figure 7(a) (except the 
ones with weight W + 1) are fetch edges. 
(d) For every 0 I i < n, a directed edge from V[i, 0] to Vg[i] with weight W + 1 is added. 
All these edges generated in (d) are called activate edges. There are a total of n activate 
-
edges with total weight n(W + 1). Notice that the weight of an activate edge is larger than the 
weight of any fetch edge because of the definition of W. The edges of Dg shown in Figure 7(a) 
with weight W + 1 are activate edges. 
For given system parameters D and H, the directed graph Dg can be generated by knowing 
only P and Af. After generating Dg corresponding to a specific Af, a modified version of Prim's 
algorithm [CoL92], referred to as the TIE algorithm in this paper, for finding a minimum 
spanning tree (denoted as MST[AJI) of Dg is applied. The Source vertex is the root of the 
minimum spanning tree. Suppose A is a set that contains the vertices that have been added to the 
tree, and T is the tree partially generated during the execution of this TIE algorithm. The order 
of execution for the atomic input operation that corresponds to any vertex V[i, j ]  ( 0 I i < n and 0 
5 j < NI[i]  ) in V is Order * [i](j). The algorithm is described as follows. 
Step 1 : Let A = (Source}, T = {Source}, and Counter = 0. 
Step 2: Case A: If the set of cut edge(s) between A and V - A (a cut edge is an edge that 
-- 
connects a vertex in A and a vertex in V - A) contains fetch edge(~), then find a cut edge 
that has the smallest weight (there might be several, in this case just choose an arbitrary 
minimum weight edge). Include that edge in T and move the corresponding vertex V[i, 
j] that is currently in V - A into A and T. Also, increment Cou~rter by 1 and set 
0rder4[i](j) = Counter. Because the set of cut edges between A and V - A contains 
fetch edges, then no activate edge can be chosen, because the weight of an activate edge 
Figure 7: Generating a minimum spanning tree for the example application program and its 
corresponding valid data-source functions. (a) The minimum spanning tree (solid 
lines). (b) The set of data-source functions. (c) The linear array network and the 
matching scheme. 
is greater than the weight of any fetch edge. 
Case B: If the set of cut edges between A and V - A contains only activate edges, these 
edges will connect to a subset of the Vg vertices. Let this subset be denoted as { Vg[iO], 
Vg[il], ..., Vg[ij], ..., Vg[i,-l] 1, where 1 5  u I n ,  0 I j < u, 0 I iJ < n, and g i s  the 
number of activate edges in that set. It can be shown that there always exists at least one 
j ( 0 I j < u ) such that all V[ij, k] is contained in A already ( 0 I k < AII[ij] ) by previous 
iterations of the TIE algorithm. Any such Vg[ij] is defined as a ready-to-execute vertex. 
Given that the application program is valid and the set of cut edge(s) between A and V - 
A only contains activate edges, there is at least one subtask S[ij] such that all of its 
input-data vertices V[ij, k] are already in A. Otherwise, P is not a valid program because 
it would contain a deadlock. Include a ready-to-execute vertex (if there are several, 
choose any one of the ready-to-execute vertices) Vg[ij] in A and T, and its 
corresponding activate edge (i.e., the edge from V[ij, 0] to Vg[ij]) in T. Because all 
Vg[i] ( 0 --< i < n ) are included in the MST[Afl after they become ready-to-execute 
vertices, S[i] generates all of its output-data items after it obtains all of its input-data 
items. The above procedure that uses two classes of edges and places a ready-to- 
execute vertex into T and A is the only difference between Prim's algorithm and the TIE 
algorithm. Because each activate edge is the only edge entering a computation vertex 
(i.e., Vg vertex), all activate edges will eventually become part of the minimum 
spanning tree. Hence, this modification to Prim's algorithm to create the TIE algorithm 
still generates a minimum spanning tree. 
Step 3: If A = V, terminate the algorithm, otherwise execute Step 2 again. 
For the application program P illustrated by the subtask-flow graph i n  I?igure 5, with the 
linear network of four machines as the heterogeneous suite and the same assignment functions 
defined in Figure 7(c), the solid lines in Figure 7(a) show the MST[Afl corresponding to Af after 
applying the TIE algorithm to Dg. This MST[Afl was generated by knowing only Af, Iri], and 
G[lJ (for given system parameters D and H). 
The optimal valid set of data-source functions DS* for atomic input operations of the 
application program P that corresponds to the minimum spanning tree MST[Afl generated above 
can be determined as follows: 
(a) If, in MSqAfl, the parent vertex of V[il, j l ]  is v[i2, j2], then D S * [ ~ ~ ] C ~ ~ )  = i2. 
(b) If, in MSqAfl, the parent vertex of V[il, j , ]  is vg[i2], then D S * [ ~ ~ ] C ~ ~ )  = i2. 
(c) If, in MSnAfl, the parent vertex of V[i 1, j l ]  is the Source vertex, then DS * [i 1](j 1 ) = -1 
Because MST[Afl is a tree, every vertex except the Source vertex has one and only one 
parent vertex, and the value of DS * [i l]Cj l )  for any 0 I i 1 < n and 0 I j < Nl[i 1 ] is unique. The 
optimal set of data-source functions DS for the application program P illustrated by the subtask- 
flow graph in Figure 5 is derived and given in Figure 7(b) according to the procedures described 
above. The numbers in the circles in Figure 7(a) indicate the order in which vertices were added 
to the minimum spanning tree, and is the order for executing their correspontding atomic input 
operations and subtask computation during the execution of the application program P. The set 
of ordering functions, ~rder*[i](j), generated by the TIE algorithm corresponds to this order 
except it does not include the computation vertices (i.e., Vg 's). 
For the complexity analysis of the TIE algorithm, suppose that IEl is the number of edges in 
- 
Dg and Ill is the number of vertices in Dg. If a Fibonacci heap is used to imp1.ement the priority 
- 
queue in the TIE algorithm, as was done in Prim's algorithm [CoL92], the worst case asymptotic 
n-1 
complexity of the algorithm for finding DS * is O( IEl + llllglll). For Dg, Ill = C (Nl[i] + 1) + 1 
i =O 
n -1 
= C NI[i] + n + 1. Each vertex V[i, jJ is connected to at most n other vertices in Dg. This 
i =O 
corresponds to the case where S[i] can obtain its required input-data item I~l[i, j] from all the 
other subtasks in P and the source where the initial data elements are stored. Each vertex Vg(i) is 
n-1 n-1 
connected to V[i, 01 only. Thus, JEl I n C NI[i] + n. If A = C NI[i], then JVI = A + n + 1 and IEl I 
i =O i =O 
nA + n. The worst case asymptotic complexity of the TIE algorithm in terms of A and n is O[nA 
+ (n + A)lg(n + A)], where n is the number of subtasks in P. 
5.2 Proof of Correctness of the Algorithm 
It is shown in Section 4 that with an arbitrary assignment function Af, any valid set of data- 
source functions DS for atomic input operations of the application program P corresponds to a 
spanning tree of Dg (denoted as Treep[Af, DS]). The weight of Treep[Af, DS] (denoted as 
Weight(Treep[Af, DS])) is Communication-timep(Af, DS) + n(W + 1). 
Thus, 
Execution-timep(Af, DS) = Computation-timep(AJ) + Communication-timep(Af, DS) 
= Computation-timep (AJ) + Weight(Treep [Af, DS]) - n(W+ 1'). 
Because 
Execution-timep (Af, DS * ) = Computation-timep(AJ) + Weight(Treep [Af, DS *I)  - n(W+ 1 ) 
= Computation-timep (AJ) + Weight(MST[Afj) - n(W+ 1) 
and 
Weight(MST[Afl) 5 Weight(Treep [Af, DS]), 
it is true that 
Execution-timep(Af, DS *)  I Execution-timep(Af, DS). 
For the application program P illustrated by the subtask-flow graph in Figure 5, if the set of 
data-source functions DS is determined directly from the subtask-flow graph p,rovided (as shown 
in Figure 6(b)), the Execution-timep is C[O, 11 + C[1, 21 + C[2, 21 + C[3, 11 + C[4, 31 + C[5, 01 
+ 67aL. After applying the algorithm presented in Subsection 5.1 and using DS*, the 
Execution-timep is C[O, :I.] + C[1,2] + C[2,2] + C[3, 11 + C[4, 31 + C[5,0] + LC7aL. 
6. Two-Stage Approach for Matching, Scheduling, and Data Relocation in HC 
In Sections 4 and 5, it was shown how to calculate an order* and a DS * given a fixed Af 
(allowing both data-reuse and multiple data-copies). The algorithm presented in  Section 5 can be 
used to do this in polynomial time. However, as was stated in Section 4, the objective of 
matching, scheduling, and data relocation (with the assumption that TIE is allowed) is to find 
~f * and DS * (with one of its corresponding order*) for a specific application program P, such 
that, for any assignment function Af and any valid set of data-source functions DS,  
~xecution-timep ( ~ f  * , DS * ) 5 Execution-timep (Af, DS). The problem of Finding ~f * is, in 
general, NP-complete with an arbitrary heterogeneous suite of m machines and an arbitrary 
application program P with n subtasks [Fer89]. 
One approach to matching, scheduling, and data relocation in HC is to find a suboptinla1 
assignment function Af and a suboptimal valid set of data-source functions D,S using a heuristic 
algorithm. Another approach, called the two-stage approach for matching, scheduling, and data 
relocation in HC, is introduced as follows: 
Stage 1: Any existing heuristic (e.g., [Lo88, WaA94, WaS941) for finding a suboptimal assign- 
ment function, Af sub, can be applied in the first stage. 
Stage 2: Once a specific assignment function Afsub is found, the TIE algorithm can be applied 
to find the optimal set of data-source functions DS * and the corresponding set of ord- 
ering functions Order * with respect to Af sub. The tuple (Af sub, ~ ) r d e r * ,  DS * )  is a 
suboptimal solution for matching, scheduling, and data relocation problems in HC. 
One of the advantages of the two-stage approach is that efforts for deriving the heuristic 
can be concentrated solely on finding a "good" suboptimal assignment function AfSub. After 
Stage 1, the separate provably optimal TIE algorithm for finding Order * and DS * with respect 
to Af sub can be applied. 
7. Summary 
In an HC system, the subtasks of an application program P must be assigned to a suite of 
heterogeneous machines to utilize the computational resources effectively (the matching prob- 
lem). The execution time of P is impacted by the order of execution of subtasks (the scheduling 
problem), and the scheme for distributing the initial data elements and the generated data items 
of P to different subtasks (the data relocation problem). 
The inter-machine communication time in an HC system can have a significant impact on 
overall system performance, so any techniques that can be used to reduce this time are impor- 
tant. This paper focuses on scheduling schemes and data relocation schemes to minimize inter- 
machine communication time for a given matching scheme. 
In this paper, a mathematical model for matching, scheduling, and data relocation in HC 
was presented. The assignment function Af, the scheduling function Sf (includling the set of ord- 
ering functions Order), and the set of data-source functions DS were used to quantify the match- 
ing, scheduling, and data relocation problems respectively. Two data-dist:ribution situations 
were identified, namely data-reuse and the multiple data-copies. A theorem was presented, 
which states that if only data-reuse is considered (and not the multiple data.-copies situation), 
then the execution time of P is independent of Sf and DS. Section 4 introduc,ed an extension to 
scheduling, called temporally interleaved execution of the atomic input operations for different 
subtasks (TJE). Examples were provided to show that both multiple data-copies and TIE have 
impact on the execution time of the application program P. A minimum spanning tree based al- 
gorithm with polynomial complexity was described for finding an optimal set. of ordering func- 
tions order* and an optimal set of data-source functions DS* for an arbitrary assignment func- 
tion Af. Based on this algorithm, a two-stage approach for matching, scheduling, and data reloca- 
tion in HC was proposed. 
To limit the scope of this paper, the sequential execution of subtasks for a specific applica- 
tion program P was assumed. But data-reuse and multiple data-copies will also occur when con- 
current execution of subtasks across different machines in the HC is al1owe:d. This sequential 
work is a necessary step in solving the more general situation involving concurrency. Future 
research includes applying the concepts developed here to the more general problem. 
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